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Date published: 2020 
Language: English

IAEA Safety Standards Series No. GSG-14 
Arrangements for Public Communication in  
Preparedness and Response for a Nuclear or 
Radiological Emergency

DESCRIPTION
This Safety Guide supports Member States in developing arrangements for  
communicating with the public and media and coordinating official information 
in the response to a nuclear or radiological emergency. These arrangements 
facilitate the successful implementation of protective actions and the delivery of 
consistent messages. Specifically, the Safety Guide describes the infrastructure 
and processes needed to provide useful, timely, truthful, consistent, clear and ap-
propriate information to the public in the event of a nuclear or radiological emer-
gency; respond to incorrect information and rumours; and respond to requests 
for information from the public and from the news and information media. It will 
help ensure effective and uniform public information and media communications 
arrangements during nuclear and radiological emergencies. The guidance is ap-
plicable for such emergencies, irrespective of the initiator, whether that be natural 
event, human error, mechanical or other failure, or a nuclear security event.

SAFETY 
STANDARD 
SERIES
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Date published: 2020 
Languages: English, Spanish

IAEA Safety Standards Series No. GSG-11
Arrangements for the Termination of a  
Nuclear or Radiological Emergency

DESCRIPTION
This publication provides guidance and recommendations on arrangements to 
be made at the preparedness stage, as part of overall emergency preparedness, 
for the termination of a nuclear or radiological emergency and the subsequent 
transition from the emergency exposure situation to either a planned exposure 
situation or an existing exposure situation. It elaborates the prerequisites that 
need to be fulfilled so that responsible authorities can declare the nuclear or radi-
ological emergency ended, and it gives detailed guidance on adapting and lifting 
protective actions. This publication, jointly sponsored by international organi-
zations (FAO, IAEA, ICAO, ILO, IMO, INTERPOL, OECD/NEA, UN OCHA, WHO 
and WMO) is intended to assist Member States in the application of IAEA Safety 
Standards Series Nos GSR Part 3 and GSR Part 7.

SAFETY 
STANDARD 
SERIES

Date published: 2015 
Languages: Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian, Spanish

IAEA Safety Standards Series No. GSR Part 7
Preparedness and Response for a Nuclear or  
Radiological Emergency

DESCRIPTION
This publication, jointly sponsored by the FAO, IAEA, ICAO, ILO, IMO, INTERPOL, 
OECD/NEA, PAHO, CTBTO, UNEP, OCHA, WHO and WMO, is the new edition 
establishing the requirements for preparedness and response for a nuclear or 
radiological emergency which takes into account the latest experience and de-
velopments in the area. It supersedes the previous edition of the Safety Require-
ments for emergency preparedness and response, Safety Standards Series No. 
GS-R-2, which was published in 2002. This publication establishes the require-
ments for ensuring an adequate level of preparedness and response for a nuclear 
or radiological emergency, irrespective of its cause. These Safety Requirements 
are intended to be used by governments, emergency response organizations, 
other authorities at the local, regional and national levels, operating organizations 
and the regulatory body as well as by relevant international organizations at the 
international level.
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https://www.iaea.org/publications/12269/arrangements-for-the-termination-of-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency
https://www.iaea.org/publications/12269/arrangements-for-the-termination-of-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency
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Date published: 2007 
Languages: English, Russian, Spanish

IAEA Safety Standards Series No. GS-G-2.1 
Arrangements for Preparedness for a Nuclear or 
Radiological Emergency

DESCRIPTION
Under the Convention on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident or Ra-
diological Emergency, one function of the IAEA is to collect and disseminate to 
States Parties and Member States information concerning methodologies, tech-
niques and research data relating to emergency response. The primary objectives 
of this Safety Guide, co-sponsored by FAO, OCHA, ILO, PAHO and WHO, are 
to provide guidance on preparedness and response for a nuclear or radiological 
emergency, to describe appropriate responses to a range of emergencies, and to 
provide background information on past experience, thereby helping the user to 
better implement arrangements that address the underlying issues.

-5-

Date published: 2011 
Languages: Arabic, English, French, Russian, Spanish

IAEA Safety Standards Series No. GSG-2
Criteria for Use in Preparedness and Response for 
a Nuclear or Radiological Emergency

DESCRIPTION
This Safety Guide presents a coherent set of generic criteria (expressed numer-
ically in terms of radiation dose) that form a basis for developing the operational 
levels needed for decision making concerning protective and response actions. 
The set of generic criteria provides an internally consistent foundation for the 
application of principles of radiation protection as required in the IAEA Safety 
Standards. The publication also provides a basis for a plain language explanation 
of the criteria for the public and for public officials. It is jointly sponsored by 5 
international organizations (FAO, IAEA, ILO, PAHO, WHO).

https://www.iaea.org/publications/7503/arrangements-for-preparedness-for-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency
https://www.iaea.org/publications/7503/arrangements-for-preparedness-for-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency
https://www.iaea.org/publications/8506/criteria-for-use-in-preparedness-and-response-for-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency
https://www.iaea.org/publications/8506/criteria-for-use-in-preparedness-and-response-for-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency
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EPR 
SERIES

Date published: 2019 
Language: English

EPR-IEComm 
Operations Manual for Incident and Emergency 
Communication, EPR-IEComm

DESCRIPTION
This publication focuses on the medical management of individuals involved in 
radiation emergencies, especially those who have been exposed to high doses 
of ionizing radiation. Its primary objective is to provide practical information, to be 
used for treatment decisions by medical personnel during a radiation emergency. 
It also addresses general and specific measures for the medical management 
of individuals who have been internally contaminated with radionuclides. This 
publication is complementary to other publications developed by the IAEA in the 
medical area of radiation emergencies.

https://www.iaea.org/publications/12359/operations-manual-for-incident-and-emergency-communication
https://www.iaea.org/publications/12359/operations-manual-for-incident-and-emergency-communication
https://www.iaea.org/publications/12359/operations-manual-for-incident-and-emergency-communication
https://www.iaea.org/publications/12359/operations-manual-for-incident-and-emergency-communication
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Date published: 2019
Language: English

EPR-Assessment and Prognosis
Operations Manual for IAEA Assessment and 
Prognosis during a Nuclear or Radiological  
Emergency

DESCRIPTION
This manual provides details of the IAEA assessment and prognosis process, 
including its technical basis. It is complemented by a dedicated website, which 
provides access to assessment and prognosis tools and procedures. These tools 
provide a detailed technical workflow that is populated based on information 
submitted by the Accident State during a nuclear or radiological incident or emer-
gency. This manual also serves as a companion publication to the Operations 
Manual for Incident and Emergency Communication (EPR–IEComm 2019), which 
contains a full documentation of the communication procedures for Contact 
Points identified under the Convention on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident 
and the Convention on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident or Radiolog-
ical Emergency.

Date published: 2019 
Language: English

EPR-IEComm 
International Radiation Monitoring  
Information System

DESCRIPTION
This publication is an attachment to EPR–IEComm (2019). It provides general 
operational instructions for the International Radiation Monitoring Information 
System (IRMIS) and information on its concept, description and scope. IRMIS is a 
client–server based web application that provides Member States a tool to share 
and visualize large quantities of radiation monitoring data during routine and 
emergency situations
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https://www.iaea.org/publications/12362/operations-manual-for-iaea-assessment-and-prognosis-during-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency
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Date published: 2019
Language: English

EPR-IEComm
International Radiological Information  
Exchange (IRIX) Format

DESCRIPTION
The International Radiological Information Exchange (IRIX) is an Extensible 
Markup Language (XML) information exchange format for the web based ex-
change of relevant emergency information and data among national and interna-
tional organizations involved in the response to nuclear and radiological emer-
gencies. This publication is an attachment to EPR–IEComm (2019) and provides 
a reference description of the IRIX Format version 1.0. The publication includes 
the format’s conceptual information structure and representation in XML. The 
document draws on the work of the Work Groups and Expert Groups that were 
established under the International Action Plan for Strengthening the International 
Preparedness and Response System for Nuclear and Radiological Emergencies

Date published: 2017 
Language: English

EPR-JPLAN
Joint Radiation Emergency Management Plan of 
the International Organizations

DESCRIPTION
This publication focuses on the medical management of individuals involved in 
radiation emergencies, especially those who have been exposed to high doses 
of ionizing radiation. Its primary objective is to provide practical information, to be 
used for treatment decisions by medical personnel during a radiation emergency. 
It also addresses general and specific measures for the medical management 
of individuals who have been internally contaminated with radionuclides. This 
publication is complementary to other publications developed by the IAEA in the 
medical area of radiation emergencies.

-7-
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https://www.iaea.org/publications/12257/international-radiological-information-exchange-irix-format
https://www.iaea.org/publications/12257/international-radiological-information-exchange-irix-format
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Date published: 2018
Language: English

EPR-RANET
IAEA Response and Assistance Network

DESCRIPTION
This publication is intended for the relevant Competent Authority or Authorities 
of a State and for organizations that have response capabilities that could be 
made available for international assistance. It contains guidance on actions to 
be performed by States providing and requesting international assistance. The 
Competent Authorities need to review this publication and apply the guidelines, 
taking into account confidentiality of information, response time, resources (finan-
cial, personnel, equipment) and any other constraints. All States Parties to the 
Assistance Convention are invited to join RANET.

Date published: 2017
Language: English

EPR-Harmonized Assistance Capabilities
Guidelines on the Harmonization of Response and 
Assistance Capabilities for a Nuclear or Radiological 
Emergency

DESCRIPTION
The aim of this publication is to provide guidelines to Member States and relevant 
international organizations on processes and arrangements that may be implemented 
as part of emergency preparedness and response (EPR) arrangements to assist in 
harmonizing national EPR capabilities and international assistance, when requested so 
that the products of their response operations are comparable and compatible. This 
publication provides details on the types, contents and formats of data and mapping 
products that may be generated during a response to nuclear or radiological emer-
gencies. The publication applies the safety principles stated in IAEA Safety Standards 
Series No. SF 1, Fundamental Safety Principles, primarily Principle 9 on EPR, and it 
will be of assistance to Member States in meeting the requirements established in 
IAEA Safety Standards Series No. GSR Part 7, Preparedness and Response for a 
Nuclear or Radiological Emergency. Requirement 17 of this publication establishes 
that the “government shall ensure that adequate arrangements are in place to benefit 
from, and to contribute to the provision of, international assistance for preparedness 
and response for a nuclear or radiological emergency.” As part of these arrangements, 
it is required that due account is taken of the “compatibility requirements for the 
capabilities to be obtained from and to be rendered to different States so as to ensure 
the usefulness of these capabilities.” These guidelines are intended to help Member 
States to ensure that compatible response and assistance capabilities are in place. 

-9- Back to top

https://www.iaea.org/publications/12340/iaea-response-and-assistance-network
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Date published: 2020
Language: English

EPR-Protection Strategy
Considerations in the Development of a Protection 
Strategy for a Nuclear or Radiological Emergency

DESCRIPTION
This publication provides Member States with practical guidance and a stepwise 
approach for the development, justification and optimization of a protection strat-
egy for a nuclear or radiological emergency, for the application of reference levels 
and generic criteria within the protection strategy as well as on the implemen-
tation of the strategy during an emergency response. It also elaborates in more 
detail on the planning basis necessary to support the development of a justified 
and optimized protection strategy as well as on the processes of justification 
and optimization to be applied by responsible authorities in a State. A template 
outline of a protection strategy that can be used by States when developing their 
protection strategy and examples of protection strategies for postulated nuclear 
or radiological emergencies associated with facilities, activities and sources in 
the five emergency preparedness categories (EPCs) described in the IAEA Safety 
Standards Series No. GSR Part 7 are also given in this publication.

Date published: 2020 
Language: English

EPR-Combined Emergencies
Preparedness and Response for a Nuclear or 
Radiological Emergency Combined with Other 
Incidents or Emergencies

DESCRIPTION
This publication addresses the preparedness and response for a nuclear or radio-
logical emergency initiated and/or affected by conventional emergencies, natural 
events, security events and/or big national or global health crisis (referred to as 
a ‘combined emergency’). It describes potential challenges in meeting each of 
the requirements established in the IAEA Safety Standards Series No. GSR Part 
7 should a combined emergency occurs with the purpose to provide Member 
States with relevant considerations to be taken into account when establishing 
the national radiation EPR framework under an all-hazards approach.

https://www.iaea.org/publications/14801/considerations-in-the-development-of-a-protection-strategy-for-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency
https://www.iaea.org/publications/12257/international-radiological-information-exchange-irix-format
https://www.iaea.org/publications/13631/preparedness-and-response-for-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency-combined-with-other-incidents-or-emergencies
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Date published: 2012
Languages:  Arabic, English, French, Russian, Spanish

EPR-Embarking
Considerations in Emergency Preparedness and 
Response for a State Embarking on a Nuclear 
Power Programme

DESCRIPTION
The publication aims to assist those States that are considering embarking on a 
nuclear power programme (1) to develop an adequate level of emergency pre-
paredness and response to radiation emergencies prior to commissioning their 
first Nuclear Power Plant and (2) to ensure the maintenance of the emergency 
preparedness and response programme throughout the lifetime of the facility. The 
intention is to support the Member States to apply the international requirements 
and recommendations on emergency preparedness and response formulated in 
the IAEA Safety Standards.

Date published: 2012 
Languages: Arabic, English, French, Russian, Spanish

EPR-Lessons Learned
Lessons Learned from the Response to Radiation 
Emergencies (1945–2010)

DESCRIPTION
This publication provides a review of the lessons from the response to a n 
umber of radiation emergencies with the purpose of consolidating these  
lessons. These lessons demonstrate the necessity of establishing arrangements 
for emergency preparedness and response, as required in the IAEA Safety  
Standards in EPR area.

FUNDAMENTALS AND PLANNING

https://www.iaea.org/publications/8836/considerations-in-emergency-preparedness-and-response-for-a-state-embarking-on-a-nuclear-power-programme
https://www.iaea.org/ar/publications/10466/considerations-in-emergency-preparedness-and-response-for-a-state-embarking-on-a-nuclear-power-programme
https://www.iaea.org/fr/publications/10467/considerations-in-emergency-preparedness-and-response-for-a-state-embarking-on-a-nuclear-power-programme
https://www.iaea.org/ru/publications/10468/considerations-in-emergency-preparedness-and-response-for-a-state-embarking-on-a-nuclear-power-programme
https://www.iaea.org/es/publications/10469/considerations-in-emergency-preparedness-and-response-for-a-state-embarking-on-a-nuclear-power-programme
https://www.iaea.org/publications/12257/international-radiological-information-exchange-irix-format
https://www.iaea.org/publications/8920/lessons-learned-from-the-response-to-radiation-emergencies-1945-2010
https://www.iaea.org/ar/publications/10466/considerations-in-emergency-preparedness-and-response-for-a-state-embarking-on-a-nuclear-power-programme
https://www.iaea.org/fr/publications/10467/considerations-in-emergency-preparedness-and-response-for-a-state-embarking-on-a-nuclear-power-programme
https://www.iaea.org/ru/publications/10468/considerations-in-emergency-preparedness-and-response-for-a-state-embarking-on-a-nuclear-power-programme
https://www.iaea.org/es/publications/10469/considerations-in-emergency-preparedness-and-response-for-a-state-embarking-on-a-nuclear-power-programme
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Date published: 2006
Languages: Arabic, English, French, Russian, Spanish

EPR-D-Values
Dangerous Quantities of Radioactive Material 
(D-Values)

DESCRIPTION
A D value is the quantity of radioactive material which is considered a dangerous 
source. A dangerous source is one that, if uncontrolled, could result in death or 
a permanent injury which decreases that person’s quality of life. Various IAEA 
documents concerning emergency preparedness and safety and security of 
radioactive sources list D values for a limited set of radionuclides. This document 
describes, in detail, the basis for the D-values given in various Agency docu-
ments and provides D-values for over 400 radionuclides that may be relevant in 
the event of a nuclear or radiological emergency.

Date published: 2006 
Language: English

EPR-Exercise
Preparation, Conduct and Evaluation of Exercises 
to test Preparedness for a Nuclear or Radiological 
Emergency

DESCRIPTION
These materials are designed for the training course on preparation,  
conduct and evaluation of exercises to test preparedness for a nuclear or  
radiological emergency.  
 
They contain information on: 

1. emergency exercise concepts, terminology, preparation process, conduct 
and evaluation; 

2. practical knowledge and the ability to prepare, conduct and evaluate an ex-
ercise to test national preparedness for a nuclear or radiological emergency; 

3. example scenarios for exercises and knowledge on how to customize the 
standard exercise package, and to organize and conduct this customized  
standard exercise at the national level.

FUNDAMENTALS AND PLANNING

https://www.iaea.org/publications/7568/dangerous-quantities-of-radioactive-material-d-values
https://www.iaea.org/ar/publications/10466/considerations-in-emergency-preparedness-and-response-for-a-state-embarking-on-a-nuclear-power-programme
https://www.iaea.org/fr/publications/10467/considerations-in-emergency-preparedness-and-response-for-a-state-embarking-on-a-nuclear-power-programme
https://www.iaea.org/ru/publications/10468/considerations-in-emergency-preparedness-and-response-for-a-state-embarking-on-a-nuclear-power-programme
https://www.iaea.org/es/publications/10469/considerations-in-emergency-preparedness-and-response-for-a-state-embarking-on-a-nuclear-power-programme
https://www.iaea.org/publications/12257/international-radiological-information-exchange-irix-format
https://www.iaea.org/publications/7259/preparation-conduct-and-evaluation-of-exercises-to-test-preparedness-for-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency
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Date published: 2003
Languages:  Arabic, English, French, Russian, Spanish

EPR-Method
Method for Developing Arrangements for 
Response to a Nuclear or Radiological Emergency

DESCRIPTION
This publication provides a practical resource for emergency planning and fulfils, 
in part, functions assigned to the IAEA in the Convention on Assistance in the 
Case of a Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency. If used effectively, it will 
help users to develop a capability to adequately respond to a nuclear or radiolog-
ical emergency.

Date published: 1999 
Language: English

IAEA-TECDOC-1092
Generic Procedures for Monitoring in a Nuclear 
or Radiological Emergency

DESCRIPTION
This manual provides practical guidance for environmental and source monitoring 
during a nuclear or other radiological emergency. It also gives technical require-
ments and procedures for radiation monitoring, environmental sampling and 
laboratory analyses in response to a nuclear or other radiological emergency.  
Any use of the materials provided in this manual needs to be done carefully in 
light of recent developments in the area (such as latest IAEA safety standards  
and technical guidance).

FUNDAMENTALS AND PLANNING

https://www.iaea.org/publications/6750/method-for-developing-arrangements-for-response-to-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency
https://www.iaea.org/ar/publications/10466/considerations-in-emergency-preparedness-and-response-for-a-state-embarking-on-a-nuclear-power-programme
https://www.iaea.org/fr/publications/10467/considerations-in-emergency-preparedness-and-response-for-a-state-embarking-on-a-nuclear-power-programme
https://www.iaea.org/ru/publications/10468/considerations-in-emergency-preparedness-and-response-for-a-state-embarking-on-a-nuclear-power-programme
https://www.iaea.org/es/publications/10469/considerations-in-emergency-preparedness-and-response-for-a-state-embarking-on-a-nuclear-power-programme
https://www.iaea.org/publications/12257/international-radiological-information-exchange-irix-format
https://www.iaea.org/publications/5788/generic-procedures-for-monitoring-in-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency
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Date published: 2006
Language: English

EPR-First Responders
Manual for First Responders to a Radiological 
Emergency

DESCRIPTION
The aim of this manual is to provide practical guidance for the first responders 
who will respond during the first few hours to a radiological emergency and for 
the national officials who would support this early response. This manual provides 
guidance in the form of action guides, instructions and data that can be easily 
applied by a State to build a basic capability to respond to a radiological emer-
gency.

Date published: 2000 
Languages: English, Russian

IAEA-TECDOC-1162
Generic Procedures for Assessment and Response 
during a Radiological Emergency

DESCRIPTION
This manual provides generic response procedures to protect the public and 
emergency workers for different types of radiological emergencies; including the 
accidents involving sealed and unsealed radioactive materials, radiation genera-
tors, and transport accidents. It does not cover reactor accidents or reprocessing 
plants or other large nuclear facilities. This manual is also applicable to radiologi-
cal emergencies that could result from deliberate acts, such as terrorist activities, 
although the security aspects of the response to such events are not within the 
scope of this publication. Any use of the materials provided in this manual needs 
to be done carefully in light of recent developments in the area (such as latest 
IAEA safety standards and technical guidance).

RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCIES

https://www.iaea.org/publications/7606/manual-for-first-responders-to-a-radiological-emergency
https://www.iaea.org/publications/12257/international-radiological-information-exchange-irix-format
https://www.iaea.org/publications/5926/generic-procedures-for-assessment-and-response-during-a-radiological-emergency
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Date published: 2011
Languages:  Arabic, English, French, Russian

EPR-Research Reactor
Generic Procedures for Response to a Nuclear or 
Radiological Emergency at Research Reactors
   
DESCRIPTION
The aim of this publication is to provide practical guidance for the first respond-
ers who will respond during the first few hours to a radiological emergency and 
for the national officials who would support this early response. This publication 
provides guidance in the form of action guides, instructions and data that can be 
easily applied by a State to build a basic capability to respond to a radiological 
emergency.

Date published: 2011 
Language: English

EPR-Research Reactor - Attachment 1
Generic Procedures for Response to a Nuclear 
or Radiological Emergency at TRIGA Research 
Reactors

DESCRIPTION
This publication provides specific guidance in developing arrangements for pre-
paredness and response to emergencies at TRIGA research reactors. It contains 
information on the unique behaviour of TRIGA fuel during accident conditions; it 
describes design characteristics of TRIGA research reactors and provides specif-
ic symptom-based emergency classification for this type of research reactor. 

RESEARCH REACTOR EMERGENCIES

https://www.iaea.org/publications/8698/epr-research-reactor-generic-procedures-for-response-to-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency-at-research-reactors
https://www.iaea.org/ar/publications/10466/considerations-in-emergency-preparedness-and-response-for-a-state-embarking-on-a-nuclear-power-programme
https://www.iaea.org/fr/publications/10467/considerations-in-emergency-preparedness-and-response-for-a-state-embarking-on-a-nuclear-power-programme
https://www.iaea.org/ru/publications/10468/considerations-in-emergency-preparedness-and-response-for-a-state-embarking-on-a-nuclear-power-programme
https://www.iaea.org/publications/8699/epr-research-reactor-attachment-1-generic-procedures-for-response-to-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency-at-triga-research-reactors
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Date published: 2017
Language: English

EPR-NPP-OILs
Operational Intervention Levels for Reactor 
Emergencies and Methodology for Their Derivation 
DESCRIPTION
This publication addresses operational intervention levels (OILs) for a severe 
release of radioactive material from an LWR or its spent fuel, for the following 
monitoring results: (a) dose rate measurements above the ground; (b) dose rate 
measurements and beta count rates from the skin; (c) concentrations of marker 
radionuclides in food, milk and drinking water samples; and (d) dose rate meas-
urements from the thyroid. The general methodology presented in this publication 
is generically applicable for deriving default OIL values for other reactor types or 
for radiological emergencies, but needs to be adapted. 

Date published: 2013
Languages: English, Russian, Spanish

EPR-NPP-PPA
Actions to Protect the Public in an Emergency due 
to Severe Conditions at a Light Water Reactor

DESCRIPTION
This publication is part of the IAEA’s Emergency Preparedness and Response (EPR) 
series. It provides the basic information and criteria needed by a decision maker in order 
to protect the public during an emergency involving severe fuel damage in a light water 
reactor (LWR) or graphite moderated reactor (RBMK) core and/or spent fuel pool. This 
publication applies to reactors with power levels greater than 30 MW(e) (100 MW(th)) and 
to spent fuel pools that contain reactor fuel that needs to be actively cooled in order to 
prevent overheating and failure of the fuel. It takes account of the lessons learned from 
response to past emergencies, including the accident at TEPCO’s Fukushima Daiichi 
Nuclear Power Station in 2011, and from latest research, while ensuring consistency with 
IAEA Safety Standards in EPR area.

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT EMERGENCIES

https://www.iaea.org/publications/11093/operational-intervention-levels-for-reactor-emergencies
https://www.iaea.org/publications/10362/actions-to-protect-the-public-in-an-emergency-due-to-severe-conditions-at-a-light-water-reactor
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Date published: 1997
Languages: English, Russian

IAEA-TECDOC-955
Generic Assessment Procedures for Determining 
Protective Actions during a Reactor Accident 
   
DESCRIPTION
This manual provides technical procedures for determining protective actions for 
the public and controlling dose to emergency workers for accidents at a nuclear 
reactor. These include: procedures for classifying an accident, projecting conse-
quences, coordinating environmental monitoring, interpreting environmental data, 
determining public protective actions and controlling emergency worker doses. 
This manual describes an emergency assessment organizational structure recom-
mended for the optimum implementation of the accident assessment procedures. 
Any use of the materials provided in this manual needs to be done carefully in 
light of recent developments in the area (such as latest IAEA safety standards and 
technical guidance).

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT EMERGENCIES

https://www.iaea.org/publications/5608/generic-assessment-procedures-for-determining-protective-actions-during-a-reactor-accident
https://www.iaea.org/ru/publications/10468/considerations-in-emergency-preparedness-and-response-for-a-state-embarking-on-a-nuclear-power-programme
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Date published: 2020
Language: English

EPR-Medical Physicists
Guidance for Medical Physicists Responding to a 
Nuclear or Radiological Emergency

DESCRIPTION
This publication focuses on guiding medical physicists in their response to opera-
tional conditions during radiological emergencies. It will guide the trained experts 
in medical physics to act appropriately in a nuclear or radiological emergency and 
ensure that an efficient and coordinated contribution is made to the management 
of such an emergency. The knowledge of these experts in medical physics  can 
be vital in the preparedness and response to nuclear or radiological emergencies. 

MEDICAL EPR

Date published: 2020
Language: English

Safety Reports Series No. 101
Medical Management of Radiation Injuries

DESCRIPTION
This publication focuses on the medical management of individuals involved in 
radiation emergencies, especially those who have been exposed to high doses 
of ionizing radiation. Its primary objective is to provide practical information, to 
be used by medical personnel for decisions related to the treatment of radiation 
injuries. It also addresses general and specific measures for the medical manage-
ment of individuals who have been internally contaminated with radionuclides. 
This publication is complementary to other publications developed by the IAEA in 
the medical area of radiation emergencies.

https://www.iaea.org/publications/13483/guidance-for-medical-physicists-responding-to-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency
https://www.iaea.org/publications/12370/medical-management-of-radiation-injuries
https://www.iaea.org/publications/13388/pocket-guide-for-medical-physicists-supporting-response-to-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency
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Date published: 2018 
Language: English

EPR-Internal Contamination
Medical Management of Persons Internally 
Contaminated with Radionuclides in a Nuclear 
or Radiological Emergency

DESCRIPTION
This publication focuses on the medical management of internal contamination 
with radionuclides. This publication provides practical information, to be used for 
treatment decisions by medical personnel during a radiation emergency. It seeks 
to present this information in a clear and straightforward way that can be easily 
understood and followed even by someone who does not have any background 
knowledge or experience in this specific area. It may also be used by policy mak-
ers and health authorities in charge of planning the general as well as the medical 
response to radiation emergencies.

Date published: 2020
Language: English

EPR-Pocket Guide for Medical Physicists
Pocket Guide for Medical Physicists Supporting 
Response to a Nuclear or Radiological Emergency
   
DESCRIPTION
This pocket guide is a quick reference guide to be used by medical physicists 
supporting the response to nuclear or radiological emergencies. It includes basic 
information and procedures and aims to help medical physicists contribute to the 
management of radiation emergencies in an efficient and coordinated manner.

MEDICAL EPR

https://www.iaea.org/publications/12230/medical-management-of-persons-internally-contaminated-with-radionuclides-in-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency
https://www.iaea.org/publications/12230/medical-management-of-persons-internally-contaminated-with-radionuclides-in-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency
https://www.iaea.org/publications/13388/pocket-guide-for-medical-physicists-supporting-response-to-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency
https://www.iaea.org/publications/13388/pocket-guide-for-medical-physicists-supporting-response-to-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency
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Date published: 2011
Languages: Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian, Spanish

EPR-Biodosimetry
Cytogenetic Dosimetry: Applications in Prepared-
ness for and Response to Radiation Emergencies

DESCRIPTION
This publication provides the user with technical information for selecting and 
implementing, in a standardized manner, the appropriate cytogenetic technique 
to ensure comparable dose assessment following accidental exposure to ionizing 
radiation. The publication describes the four possible cytogenetic methods. It is 
appropriate to have all these techniques readily available in main geographical 
regions, but, given a degree of international cooperation and networking, it is 
not necessary to have all of them available in each national biological dosimetry 
laboratory.

Date published: 2005
Language: English

EPR-Medical
Generic Procedures for Medical Response During 
a Nuclear or Radiological Emergency

DESCRIPTION
The aim of this manual is to provide the medical community with practical 
guidance for medical emergency preparedness and response, describing the 
tasks and actions of different members of the national, regional or local medical 
infrastructure in accordance with international standards. This document provides 
generic response procedures for medical personnel responding to different types 
of radiation emergencies and at the different stages of the emergency response 
(at the scene of the emergency, pre-hospital, hospital), and during the early 
post-emergency stage (about 1-2 months afterwards).

MEDICAL EPR

https://www.iaea.org/publications/8735/cytogenetic-dosimetry-applications-in-preparedness-for-and-response-to-radiation-emergencies
https://www.iaea.org/publications/7213/generic-procedures-for-medical-response-during-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency
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Date published: 2012 
Language: English

EPR-Public Communication 
Communication with the Public in a Nuclear or 
Radiological Emergency

DESCRIPTION
The aim of this publication is to provide practical guidance for public informa-
tion officers on the preparation for and response to a nuclear or radiological 
emergency, and to fulfil in part functions assigned to the IAEA in the Convention 
on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency 
(Assistance Convention), as well as meeting requirements stated in IAEA Safety 
Standards Series No. SF-1, Fundamental Safety Principles, and in IAEA Safety 
Standards No. GS-R-2, Preparedness and Response for a Nuclear or  
Radiological Emergency.

This publication provides guidance in the form of action guides and  
information sheets that can be easily applied by a State to build a basic  
capability to respond to a nuclear or radiological emergency. This guidance 
should be adapted to fit the user State’s organizational arrangements, language, 
terminology, concept of operation and capabilities

Date published: 2015
Languages: English, Spanish

EPR-Public Communication Plan
Method for Developing a Communication Strategy 
and Plan for a Nuclear or Radiological Emergency
   
DESCRIPTION
This publication provides guidance in the form of action guides and information 
sheets that can be easily applied by a State to build a basic capability to respond 
to a nuclear or radiological emergency. This guidance should be adapted to fit 
the user State’s organizational arrangements, language, terminology, concept of 
operation and capabilities

PUBLIC COMMUNICATION IN EMERGENCIES

https://www.iaea.org/publications/8889/communication-with-the-public-in-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency
https://www.iaea.org/publications/12230/medical-management-of-persons-internally-contaminated-with-radionuclides-in-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency
https://www.iaea.org/publications/10866/method-for-developing-a-communication-strategy-and-plan-for-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency
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ACCIDENT
REPORTS

Date published: 2019 
Language: English

Accident Report
The Radiological Accident in Ventanilla

DESCRIPTION
This publication addresses the chronology of events and circumstances of 
the radiological accident in Ventanilla, Peru, in February 2014. The information 
includes a detailed description of the international assistance provided by the 
IAEA, the health consequences and dose assessment for the affected individu-
al, and the medical management of the case. This information and the lessons 
learned from the accident, relating to its circumstances, the notification, medical 
response, dose assessment and response at national and international levels are 
key aspects for Member States to consider when analysing their response pro-
cedures to radiological emergencies. The intention is to aid in the identification of 
necessary actions to be implemented in order to avoid or prevent potential similar 
accidents.

http://www-pub.iaea.org/MTCD/Publications/PDF/PUB1887_web.pdf
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Date published: 2014 
Language: English

Accident Report
The Radiological Accident in Lia, Georgia

DESCRIPTION
Under the Convention on Assistance in Case of a Nuclear Accident or Radio-
logical Emergency, the Georgian authorities requested assistance from the IAEA 
in relation to the 2001 radiological accident in Lia. This assistance related to 
advice on the dose assessment, source recovery and medical management of 
those involved in the accident. This report provides the detailed information on 
the accident and presents the findings and conclusions and lessons learned 
from the treatment of the overexposed victims. The aim is to help to avoid similar 
occurrences by improving safety, and to minimize the consequences of any such 
events that do occur.

Date published: 2018
Language: English

Accident Report
The Radiological Accident in Chilca
   
DESCRIPTION
Under the Convention on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear or Radiological 
Emergency, the Peruvian authorities requested assistance from the IAEA in 
relation to the radiological accident that occurred during non-destructive testing 
using a nuclear radioactive source in the district of Chilca, Peru, in 2012. This as-
sistance related to dose assessment and medical management of those involved 
in the accident was provided during 2012 and 2013. The report gives a detailed 
account and analysis of the event, as well as the actions taken in order to assist 
organizations responsible for radiation protection, source safety and emergency 
preparedness and response in identifying lessons to be learned that may help to 
prevent similar accidents.

https://www.iaea.org/publications/10602/the-radiological-accident-in-lia-georgia
https://www.iaea.org/publications/12230/medical-management-of-persons-internally-contaminated-with-radionuclides-in-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency
https://www.iaea.org/publications/11095/the-radiological-accident-in-chilca
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Date published: 2004 
Language: English

Accident Report
The Radiological Accident in Cochabamba

DESCRIPTION
In April 2002 an accident involving an industrial radiography source containing 
Ir-192 occurred in Cochabamba, Bolivia, some 500 km from the capital, La Paz. 
The source, in a remote exposure container, remained exposed within a guide 
tube, although this was not known at the time. The container, guide tube and 
other equipment were transported from Cochabamba to La Paz as cargo on 
a passenger bus. This bus had a full load of passengers for most of the eight 
hour journey. The equipment was subsequently collected by employees of the 
company concerned and transferred by taxi to the company’s shielded facili-
ty. This publication gives an account of the event, the doses received and the 
medical assessment. It also presents information relevant to national authorities 
and regulatory organizations, emergency planners and a broad range of special-
ists, including physicists, radiation protection officers and medical specialists. It 
is hoped that dissemination of the information contained in the report will help 
reduce the likelihood of similar accidents occurring or, if they do occur, help miti-
gate their consequences.

Accident Report
The Radiological Accident in Nueva Aldea

DESCRIPTION
For more than 20 years, the IAEA has provided support and assistance to its 
Member States under the terms of the Convention on Assistance in the Case of a 
Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency, and has produced follow-up reports 
on radiological accidents that have occurred. A number of such accident reports 
have now been published and the findings and conclusions of these reports have 
provided a basis for safety improvements. This report provides detailed informa-
tion on the accident that occurred in Nueva Aldea, Chile, in 2005. The findings 
and conclusions and lessons learned from this event will help to avoid similar 
occurrences by improving safety, and to minimize the consequences of any such 
events that do occur.

Date published: 2009
Language: English

https://www.iaea.org/publications/6749/accidental-overexposure-of-radiotherapy-patients-in-bialystok
https://www.iaea.org/publications/8117/the-radiological-accident-in-nueva-aldea
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Date published: 2002 
Language: English

Accident Report
The Radiological Accident in Gilan

DESCRIPTION
On 24 July 1996 a serious accident occurred at the Gilan combined cycle fossil 
fuel power plant in the Islamic Republic of Iran. A worker unknowingly put an 
unshielded 185 GBq iridium-192 source used for industrial radiography in his 
pocket. As a result of exposure to the iridium source, the worker suffered from 
severe haematopoietic syndrome (bone marrow depression) and an unusually 
extended localized radiation injury requiring plastic surgery. This report gives a 
detailed account of the medical aspects of the accident and the lessons learned.

Date published: 2004
Language: English

Accident Report
Accidental Overexposure of Radiotherapy  
Patients in Bialystok  
 
DESCRIPTION
An accidental overexposure occurred in the Bialystok Oncology Centre which 
affected five patients undergoing radiotherapy. This report gives an account of the 
event, the subsequent dose assessment and the clinical consequences for the 
patients. It also discusses the lessons learned and provides recommendations for 
preventing similar events from occurring. As such the report is likely to be of use 
to the manufacturers and users of accelerators, and to national bodies.

https://www.iaea.org/publications/6284/the-radiological-accident-in-gilan
https://www.iaea.org/publications/12230/medical-management-of-persons-internally-contaminated-with-radionuclides-in-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency
https://www.iaea.org/publications/6749/accidental-overexposure-of-radiotherapy-patients-in-bialystok
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Date published: 2001 
Language: English

Accident Report
The Criticality Accident in Sarov

DESCRIPTION
On 17 June 1997 a physicist working as a senior technician at the Nuclear 
Centre, Sarov, in the Russian Federation, was severely exposed as a result of a 
criticality accident with an assembly of highly enriched uranium. The exposure, 
which caused a high neutron radiation dose, led to death within three days de-
spite prompt medical attention. This is the first report that the IAEA has published 
on a criticality accident. It is based on the information provided by the Russian 
authorities and addresses the circumstances leading to the accident as well as 
the medical management of the patient.

Accident Report
The Radiological Accident in Samut Prakarn

DESCRIPTION
In late January and early February 2000 a radiological accident occurred in 
Samut Prakarn, Thailand, when a disused Co-60 teletherapy head was partially 
dismantled, taken from an unsecured storage location and sold as scrap metal. 
Altogether, ten people received high doses from this source, out of whom three 
died within two months of the accident as a consequence of their exposure. The 
present report gives an account of the circumstances which led to the accident, 
the medical aspects and the lessons learned.

Date published: 2002
Language: English

https://www.iaea.org/publications/6111/the-criticality-accident-in-sarov
https://www.iaea.org/publications/6375/the-radiological-accident-in-samut-prakarn
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Date published: 2000 
Language: English

Accident Report
The Radiological Accident in Istanbul

DESCRIPTION
A serious radiological accident occurred in Istanbul, Turkey, in December 1998 
and January 1999 when two packages used to transport 60Co teletherapy 
sources were sold as scrap metal. The persons who purchased the two packag-
es opened them and broke open the shielded containers, thereby unknowingly 
exposing themselves and several others to radiation from at least one unshield-
ed 60Co source. The persons who dismantled the containers suffered from 
acute radiation syndrome. Altogether, eighteen persons were admitted to hos-
pital, out of which ten exhibited clinical signs and symptoms of acute radiation 
exposure. The present report gives an account of the circumstances which led 
to the accident and the medical aspects, and the lessons learned.

Date published: 2000
Language: English

Accident Report
The Radiological Accident in Yanango
 
DESCRIPTION
In February 1999 a serious radiological accident occurred in Yanango, Peru, 
when a welder picked up an 192Ir industrial radiography source and put it in his 
pocket for several hours. This action resulted in his receiving a high radiation 
dose that necessitated the amputation of one leg. His wife and children were also 
exposed, but to a much less extent. The purpose of this report is to provide an 
account of the circumstances of the accident and its medical aspects.

https://www.iaea.org/publications/6071/the-radiological-accident-in-istanbul
https://www.iaea.org/publications/6090/the-radiological-accident-in-yanango#:~:text=In%20February%201999%20a%20serious,the%20amputation%20of%20one%20leg.&text=The%20accident;%204.
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Date published: 1998 
Language: English

Accident Report
Report on the Preliminary Fact Finding Mission 
Following the Accident at the Nuclear Fuel 
Processing Facility in Tokaimura

DESCRIPTION
Following the accident on 30 September 1999 at the nuclear fuel processing 
facility at Tokaimura, Japan, the IAEA’s Emergency Response Centre received 
numerous requests for information about the event’s causes and consequences 
from Contact Points under the Conventions on Early Notification of a Nuclear 
Accident and on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident or Radiological 
Emergency. Although the lack of transboundary consequences of the accident 
meant that action under the Early Notification Convention was not triggered, the 
Emergency Response Centre issued several advisories to Member States which 
drew on official reports received from Japan. After discussions with the Govern-
ment of Japan, the IAEA dispatched a team of three experts from the Secretariat 
on a fact finding mission to Tokaimura from 13 to 17 October 1999. This  prelim-
inary report by that team documents key technical information obtained during 
the mission.

Accident Report
The Radiological Accident in Lilo

DESCRIPTION
The radiological accident described in this report took place in Lilo, Georgia, 
when sealed radiation sources were abandoned by a previous owner at a site 
without following established regulatory safety procedures. As a consequence, 
11 individuals at the site were exposed for a long period of time to high doses 
of radiation which resulted inter alia in severe radiation induced skin injuries. The 
present report, which is co-sponsored by the World Health Organization, provides 
information on the medical management of radiation induced skin injuries as well 
as a comprehensive report on the circumstances and details of the accident and 
the lessons to be learned.

Date published: 2000
Language: English

https://www.iaea.org/publications/5957/report-on-the-preliminary-fact-finding-mission-following-the-accident-at-the-nuclear-fuel-processing-facility-in-tokaimura-japan
https://www.iaea.org/publications/5968/the-radiological-accident-in-lilo
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Date published: 1998 
Language: English

Accident Report
The Radiological Accident in Tammiku

DESCRIPTION
In October 1994 three members of the public entered the radioactive waste 
repository at Tammiku, Estonia, without authorization and removed a metal 
container enclosing a radiation source, which one of them placed in his pocket. 
This action resulted in the death of one person and injury to a number of others. 
The purpose of this report is to provide information so that similar accidents can 
be avoided in the future.

Date published: 1998
Language: English

Accident Report
The Radiological Accident in the Reprocessing 
Plant at Tomsk

DESCRIPTION
On 6 April 1993 a major radiological accident occurred at a plutonium extraction 
facility at a location then known as Tomsk-7, Russian Federation. The accident 
blew the concrete cover off the reaction vessel and led to widespread contami-
nation of the site and the surrounding area up to a distance of 28 km. The report 
describes the events leading up to the accident and the radiological conse-
quences. It provides a detailed description of the decontamination and recovery 
operations and gives an analysis of their effectiveness.

https://www.iaea.org/publications/4738/the-radiological-accident-in-tammiku
https://www.iaea.org/publications/4740/the-radiological-accident-in-the-reprocessing-plant-at-tomsk
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Date published: 1998 
Language: English

Safety Reports Series No. 7
Lessons Learned from Accidents in 
Industrial Radiography

DESCRIPTION
This Safety Report contains the findings of extensive research in terms of the 
lessons that can be learned from accidents which have occurred in industrial 
radiography, both in developed and developing countries. The review was carried 
out by a team of regulatory authorities, manufacturers and safety advisers. The 
objectives were to draw lessons from the initiating events of the accidents, the 
contributing factors and the consequences, and to identify several measures that, 
if implemented, would improve safety performance in industrial radiography.

Accident Report
Accidental Overexposure of Radiotherapy Patients 
in San José, Costa Rica

DESCRIPTION
This report summarizes the assessment made of an accidental overexposure 
of radiotherapy patients that occurred at the San Juan de Dios Hospital in San 
José, Costa Rica, in August and September 1996. The assessment was carried 
out by an Expert Team convened by the IAEA in July 1997 at the request of the 
Government of Costa Rica. The findings of the Expert Team’s assessment are 
presented in two parts: (1) an evaluation of the doses to patients by analysing the 
treatment records and physical measurements; and (2) a medical examination of 
patients, together with the autopsy findings for those who died. Thirty cross-sec-
tional images are reproduced that show the dose reconstructions made for some 
of the patients. The purpose of the report is to foster information exchange with a 
view to preventing similar accidents elsewhere in the future.

Date published: 1998
Languages: English, Spanish

https://www.iaea.org/publications/5140/lessons-learned-from-accidents-in-industrial-radiography
https://www.iaea.org/publications/4727/accidental-overexposure-of-radiotherapy-patients-in-san-jose-costa-rica
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Date published: 1996 
Languages: Chinese, English

Accident Report
An Electron Accelerator Accident in Hanoi

DESCRIPTION
On 17 November 1992 a radiological accident occurred at an electron accelera-
tor facility in Hanoi, Viet Nam. An individual entered the irradiation room without 
the operators’ knowledge and unwittingly exposed his hands to the X ray beam. 
His hands were seriously injured and one hand had to be amputated. The report 
details the circumstances of the accident, its medical consequences and the 
governmental response.

Date published: 1996
Language: English

Accident Report
The Radiological Accident at the Irradiation 
Facility in Nesvizh

DESCRIPTION
On 26 October 1991, a fatal radiological accident occurred at an industrial 
sterilization facility in Nesvizh, Belarus. Following a jam in the internal product 
transport system, the operator entered the irradiation chamber to clear the fault. 
In doing so, he bypassed a number of safety features, leaving the controls in a 
position such that exposure was imminent. It was estimated that he received a 
whole body dose of 11 Gy, with localized areas of up to 20 Gy. Despite intensive 
medical treatment, he died 113 days later. The significant feature of this case was 
related to the medical management. In its post-accident review, the IAEA also 
brought to light other circumstances of the accident. The present report docu-
ments the causes and consequences of the accident and defines the lessons 
learned with a view to assisting those people with responsibility for the safety of 
such facilities and those medical authorities who might be involved in the man-
agement of a radiation event.

https://www.iaea.org/publications/4712/the-radiological-accident-at-the-irradiation-facility-in-nesvizh
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Date published: 1990 
Languages: English, French, Russian, Spanish

Accident Report
The Radiological Accident in San Salvador

DESCRIPTION
On 5 February 1989, a radiological accident occurred at an industrial irradiation 
facility near San Salvador, El Salvador. Medical products are sterilized at the 
facility by irradiation by means of an intensely radioactive cobalt-60 source in a 
movable source rack. This source rack became stuck in the irradiation position. 
The operator bypassed the irradiator’s degraded safety systems and entered 
the radiation room with two other workers to free the source rack manually. 
The three men were exposed to high radiation doses and developed the acute 
radiation syndrome. They received initial hospital treatment in San Salvador and 
subsequent, more specialized treatment in Mexico City. The legs and feet of two 
men were so seriously injured that amputation was required. The worker who 
had been most exposed died six and a half months after the accident from lung 
damage due to irradiation complicated by injury sustained during treatment. The 
report describes the accident and the response to it and presents lessons de-
rived for operators and suppliers of irradiators, national authorities, medical staff 
and international organizations. Detailed information on dosimetric and medical 
aspects of the accident is presented in appendices and annexes.

Accident Report
The Radiological Accident in Soreq

DESCRIPTION
On 21 June 1990 a fatal radiological accident occurred at an industrial irra-
diation facility at Soreq, Israel. An operator entered the irradiation room by 
circumventing safety systems and was acutely exposed, with an estimated 
whole body dose of 10–20 Gy. The accident, like earlier accidents at similar ir-
radiators, was the consequence of the contravention of operating procedures.  
An IAEA review team investigated the causes of the accident. This report 
presents its findings and recommendations and describes the clinical man-
agement of the patient, particularly of the haematological phase. The medical 
treatment included the use of emerging therapies with haematopoietic growth 
factor drugs which may rescue the overexposed patient, albeit in this case 
only temporarily. The report is intended for regulatory authorities responsible 
for the regulation and inspection of irradiators, operating organizations and 
physicians who may need to treat overexposed patients.

Date published: 1993
Language: English

https://www.iaea.org/publications/5140/lessons-learned-from-accidents-in-industrial-radiography
https://www.iaea.org/publications/3798/the-radiological-accident-in-soreq
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Date published: 1988
Languages: English, French, Russian, Spanish

Accident Report
The Radiological Accident in Goiânia 

DESCRIPTION
The Government and authorities in Brazil were faced with a tragic accident in 
Goiânia resulting from the misuse of a strongly radioactive medical teletherapy 
source not under radiation protection surveillance. The present report is divid-
ed into four parts: a chronology of destruction of the source, discovery of the 
accident and initial response; a description of the human consequences and the 
dosimetry and treatment of seriously exposed and contaminated persons; an 
account of the assessment of the environmental contamination and the remedial 
actions taken; and observations and recommendations. Appendices and annex-
es give an assessment of the effectiveness of international co-operation in the 
emergency response, and provide further information on: public communications; 
radiological survey equipment; guidelines for the discharge of patients; radiologi-
cal protection; chemical decontamination; and the lessons learned.

https://www.iaea.org/publications/3684/the-radiological-accident-in-goiania
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Date published: 2008 
Language: English

Accident Report
Chernobyl: Looking Back to Go Forward

DESCRIPTION
These proceedings present the findings and recommendations of the Chernobyl 
Forum and the discussions held during the international conference “Chernobyl: 
Looking Back to Go Forwards” held in Vienna in September 2005. The Cherno-
byl Forum was a project initiated in 2003 by the IAEA, in cooperation with FAO, 
UNDP, UNEP, UN-OCHA, UNSCEAR, WHO and the World Bank as well as the 
competent authorities of Belarus, the Russian Federation and Ukraine, to find 
consensus on the environmental consequences and health effects attributable 
to radiation exposure arising from the accident as well as to provide advice on 
environmental remediation and special health care programmes, and to suggest 
areas in which further research is required.

Accident Report
The Fukushima Daiichi Accident

DESCRIPTION
The Fukushima Daiichi Accident consists of a Report by the IAEA Director 
General and five technical volumes. It is the result of an extensive international 
collaborative effort involving five working groups with about 180 experts from 
42 Member States with and without nuclear power programmes and several 
international bodies. It provides a description of the accident and its causes, 
evolution and consequences, based on the evaluation of data and information 
from a large number of sources available at the time of writing. The Fukushima 
Daiichi Accident will be of use to national authorities, international organiza-
tions, nuclear regulatory bodies, nuclear power plant operating organizations, 
designers of nuclear facilities and other experts in matters relating to nuclear 
power, as well as the wider public. The set contains six printed parts and five 
supplementary CD-ROMs. Contents: Report by the Director General; Technical 
Volume 1/5, Description and Context of the Accident; Technical Volume 2/5, 
Safety Assessment; Technical Volume 3/5, Emergency Preparedness and Re-
sponse; Technical Volume 4/5, Radiological Consequences; Technical Volume 
5/5, Post-accident Recovery; Annexes. The Report by the Director General 
is also available separately in Arabic, Chinese, French, Russian, Spanish and 
Japanese.

Date published: 2015
Languages: Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Japanese, Russian, Spanish

OTHER ACCIDENT REPORTS
The following publications have been issued by the IAEA as a non-series publication or were published by the relevant Member State.

https://www.iaea.org/publications/7717/chernobyl-looking-back-to-go-forward
https://www.iaea.org/publications/10962/the-fukushima-daiichi-accident
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Date published: 1993
Languages: English, French, Russian, Spanish

INSAG Series No. 7
The Chernobyl Accident: Updating of INSAG-1

DESCRIPTION
The purpose of this report is to update findings of the International Nuclear Safety 
Advisory Group’s Summary Report on the Post-Accident Review Meeting on the 
Chernobyl Accident (INSAG-1), published in September 1986, in the light of further 
information that has been revealed since that meeting. INSAG stands by the general 
conclusions of INSAG-1 about the accident’s causes and their implications for the 
safety of the Chernobyl type light water cooled graphite moderated RBMK reactors. 
However, the new information, which derives from studies made in the then USSR on 
the physical origins of the accident, has led INSAG to shift the emphasis of its con-
clusions from the actions of the operating staff to faulty design of the reactor’s control 
rods and safety systems. Deficiencies in the regulation and management of safety 
matters throughout the Soviet nuclear power industry have also been revealed and 
are discussed. Two detailed Soviet reports on the causes and circumstances of the 
Chernobyl accident, translated into English by the IAEA, and a statement of measures 
that have been taken to enhance the safety of RBMK reactors are included.

Contents: 1. Introduction; 2. Features of the reactor; 3. The accident; 4. More recent 
analyses of the fault scenario; 5. Views of INSAG; 6. Conclusions on factors contrib-
utory to the accident; Appendix: Measures to improve the safety of RBMK plants; 
Annex I: Report by a commission to the USSR State Committee for the supervision 
of safety in industry and nuclear power; Annex II: Report by a working group of USSR 
experts.

Date published: 1979 
Language: English

Accident Report
Report of the President’s Commission on the 
Accident at Three Mile Island:  
The Need for Change: The Legacy of TMI

DESCRIPTION
As cited by the Homeland Security Digital Library: “On March 28, 1979, the 
United States experienced the worst accident in the history of commercial 
nuclear power generation. Two weeks later, the President of the United States 
established a Presidential Commission. The President charged the 12-member 
Commission whose purpose was to conduct a comprehensive study and inves-
tigation of the accident involving the nuclear power facility on Three Mile Island 
in Pennsylvania. The Commission concluded that: To prevent nuclear accidents 
as serious as Three Mile Island, fundamental changes will be necessary in the 
organization, procedures, and practices -- and above all -- in the attitudes of 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and, to the extent that the institutions we 
investigated are typical, of the nuclear industry.”

https://www.iaea.org/publications/3786/the-chernobyl-accident-updating-of-insag-1
https://www.hsdl.org/?abstract&did=769775
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TRAINING
MATERIALS
Radiological Emergencies 

Online Course: 
Portable Digital Tool for Assisting  
First Responders to a Radiological  
Emergency

Online Course:  
Medical Response to Radiation  
Emergencies

Peer Review Services in EPR

Initial Training for Serving as an  
EPREV Reviewer 

Refresher Training for EPREV Reviewers 

Information on EPREV for countries 
planning to host an EPREV mission 

Leading an EPREV Mission Team: 
Guidance for Team Leaders

https://www-pub.iaea.org/MTCD/Publications/PDF/EPR-First_Res-PDA/html/hazard-assessment.htm
https://www-pub.iaea.org/MTCD/Publications/PDF/EPR-First_Res-PDA/html/hazard-assessment.htm
https://www-pub.iaea.org/MTCD/Publications/PDF/EPR-First_Res-PDA/html/hazard-assessment.htm
https://www-pub.iaea.org/MTCD/Publications/PDF/EPR-First_Res-PDA/html/hazard-assessment.htm
https://www.iaea.org/services/education-and-training/training-courses/epr/medical-response-to-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency
https://www.iaea.org/services/education-and-training/training-courses/epr/medical-response-to-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency
https://www.iaea.org/services/education-and-training/training-courses/epr/medical-response-to-a-nuclear-or-radiological-emergency
https://websso.iaea.org/login/login.fcc?TYPE=33554433&REALMOID=06-ef4f28c9-f8dc-467e-8186-294fdf5e627b&GUID=1&SMAUTHREASON=0&METHOD=GET&SMAGENTNAME=-SM-SCcyPFZaXOHNKPgb%2fjIse9s9yY%2fPolL3kWEdVwg2TRqzphYOCQxS%2fuqDIgf2aygk&TARGET=-SM-HTTPS%3a%2f%2fwebsso%2eiaea%2eorg%2flogin%2fbounce%2easp%3fDEST%3d%24SM%24HTTP-%3a-%2f-%2fnucleus-%2eiaea-%2eorg-%2faffwebservices-%2fpublic-%2fsaml2sso-%3fSAMLRequest-%3dlZJfT8IwFMW%24-%2FytL3rVv5M2yABOVBEowEpg%24-%2B%24-%2BmK67gyZbO3tb9eNbmAZMDInpS29vf6fnnnSKom06vvDuoLfw5gFd9Nk2GvmpMSPeam4EKuRatIDcSb5bPKw5S1LeWeOMNA25QK4TAhGsU0aTaLWckdebMs%24-%2FqupoIOcxHbJTmMKlkxgZZWQ6hHMvBKKw8DxWJnsFiIGckCAUc0cNKoxPahaOUZXHG4pQV2ZiPGE9vXki0DNMoLdyJOjjXIadUe9mAx0QJEImxeyrq%24-%2BgPK4OtdSUDa%24-%2BbJRkh5nYYiGRIsfz3dGo2%24-%2FB7vqrT9v1WRUaEFYrvT%24-%2FrtoyKEGuvRLHrN7GQmHSH7g%24-%2BCRJvvQG%24-%2BVrkLnepZlfwn5fVFs4s3jriDz6fENfsrGzv%24-%2FjrQUnKuHE0dqUXqr01e8vMv8C-%26RelayState-%3dhttps%24-%3A%24-%2F%24-%2Felearning-%2eiaea-%2eorg%24-%2Fm2%24-%2Flogin%24-%2Findex-%2ephp
https://websso.iaea.org/login/login.fcc?TYPE=33554433&REALMOID=06-ef4f28c9-f8dc-467e-8186-294fdf5e627b&GUID=1&SMAUTHREASON=0&METHOD=GET&SMAGENTNAME=-SM-SCcyPFZaXOHNKPgb%2fjIse9s9yY%2fPolL3kWEdVwg2TRqzphYOCQxS%2fuqDIgf2aygk&TARGET=-SM-HTTPS%3a%2f%2fwebsso%2eiaea%2eorg%2flogin%2fbounce%2easp%3fDEST%3d%24SM%24HTTP-%3a-%2f-%2fnucleus-%2eiaea-%2eorg-%2faffwebservices-%2fpublic-%2fsaml2sso-%3fSAMLRequest-%3dlZJfT8IwFMW%24-%2FytL3rVv5M2yABOVBEowEpg%24-%2B%24-%2BmK67gyZbO3tb9eNbmAZMDInpS29vf6fnnnSKom06vvDuoLfw5gFd9Nk2GvmpMSPeam4EKuRatIDcSb5bPKw5S1LeWeOMNA25QK4TAhGsU0aTaLWckdebMs%24-%2FqupoIOcxHbJTmMKlkxgZZWQ6hHMvBKKw8DxWJnsFiIGckCAUc0cNKoxPahaOUZXHG4pQV2ZiPGE9vXki0DNMoLdyJOjjXIadUe9mAx0QJEImxeyrq%24-%2BgPK4OtdSUDa%24-%2BbJRkh5nYYiGRIsfz3dGo2%24-%2FB7vqrT9v1WRUaEFYrvT%24-%2FrtoyKEGuvRLHrN7GQmHSH7g%24-%2BCRJvvQG%24-%2BVrkLnepZlfwn5fVFs4s3jriDz6fENfsrGzv%24-%2FjrQUnKuHE0dqUXqr01e8vMv8C-%26RelayState-%3dhttps%24-%3A%24-%2F%24-%2Felearning-%2eiaea-%2eorg%24-%2Fm2%24-%2Flogin%24-%2Findex-%2ephp
https://websso.iaea.org/login/login.fcc?TYPE=33554433&REALMOID=06-ef4f28c9-f8dc-467e-8186-294fdf5e627b&GUID=1&SMAUTHREASON=0&METHOD=GET&SMAGENTNAME=-SM-SCcyPFZaXOHNKPgb%2fjIse9s9yY%2fPolL3kWEdVwg2TRqzphYOCQxS%2fuqDIgf2aygk&TARGET=-SM-HTTPS%3a%2f%2fwebsso%2eiaea%2eorg%2flogin%2fbounce%2easp%3fDEST%3d%24SM%24HTTP-%3a-%2f-%2fnucleus-%2eiaea-%2eorg-%2faffwebservices-%2fpublic-%2fsaml2sso-%3fSAMLRequest-%3dlZJRT8IwFIX%24-%2FytL3rVuFwRogQXmQBCOB6YMv5rYr0GTrZm%24-%2Br%24-%2FnwL04CJIfGt7b3fueeedILQ1B2fe3cwG%24-%2FXmFbros6kN8lNhSrw1vAXUyA00CrmTfDt%24-%2FWHGWpLyzrWtlW5ML5DoBiMo63RoSLRdT8jrKxRDUAORYiIKlRZWy0TjLmKpEdjMYF3nBMslEvhuT6FlZDOSUBKGAI3q1NOjAuPCUsizOWJyyMsv5kPEBeyHRImyjDbgTdXCuQ06p8bJWHhMNCpLW7insdh9KBF%24-%2FvWiqknRe1lvS4C0NsSTT%24-%2F8XzXGvSNstu%24-%2B9WmzOquqWoE12uzPug2jEGLtlSh2%24-%2FSEGiUl36P4gSLT%24-%2BDvRWmypUrmcp%24-%2Bibk92W5jteP25LMJscZ%24-%2FJSNnf3HW6McVODgaG1CL1X62%24-%2B8vMvsC-%26RelayState-%3dhttps%24-%3A%24-%2F%24-%2Felearning-%2eiaea-%2eorg%24-%2Fm2%24-%2Flogin%24-%2Findex-%2ephp
https://websso.iaea.org/login/login.fcc?TYPE=33554433&REALMOID=06-ef4f28c9-f8dc-467e-8186-294fdf5e627b&GUID=1&SMAUTHREASON=0&METHOD=GET&SMAGENTNAME=-SM-SCcyPFZaXOHNKPgb%2fjIse9s9yY%2fPolL3kWEdVwg2TRqzphYOCQxS%2fuqDIgf2aygk&TARGET=-SM-HTTPS%3a%2f%2fwebsso%2eiaea%2eorg%2flogin%2fbounce%2easp%3fDEST%3d%24SM%24HTTP-%3a-%2f-%2fnucleus-%2eiaea-%2eorg-%2faffwebservices-%2fpublic-%2fsaml2sso-%3fSAMLRequest-%3dlZJPSwMxEMW%24-%2FypJ7N9ks%24-%2B4fQFqo9WKhY7OrBi0zTtA3sJmsmUT%24-%2B%24-%2BaVdpBSl4SzLze%24-%2FPmkTFC1%24-%2FZiFvzBPKq3oNAnn11rUJwKExKcERZQozDQKRReivXsfil4ykTvrLfStuQCuU4AonJeW0OSxXxCXlmueF7XOUANvMjqiskCyoqXWbUta15KBjJjHApFkmflMJITEoUijhjUwqAH4%24-%2BMT49ko4yPGm6wURS5Y9UKSedxGG%24-%2FAn6uB9j4JSE2SrAqYaFKTW7Snsdh9qE329a6mQ9mHTakmPu3BES5LZj%24-%2BdbazB0yq2H1qfH5VlVtQqc0WZ%24-%2F1u04hRjroESxHw4jkJj2h%24-%2F4PgiSr70BvtNnGyvUsN0MTirumWY1WD%24-%2BuGTMfHGeKUjZv%24-%2Bx1unPGzBw9HamF6qDLffX2T6BQ%24-%3D%24-%3D-%26RelayState-%3dhttps%24-%3A%24-%2F%24-%2Felearning-%2eiaea-%2eorg%24-%2Fm2%24-%2Flogin%24-%2Findex-%2ephp
https://websso.iaea.org/login/login.fcc?TYPE=33554433&REALMOID=06-ef4f28c9-f8dc-467e-8186-294fdf5e627b&GUID=1&SMAUTHREASON=0&METHOD=GET&SMAGENTNAME=-SM-SCcyPFZaXOHNKPgb%2fjIse9s9yY%2fPolL3kWEdVwg2TRqzphYOCQxS%2fuqDIgf2aygk&TARGET=-SM-HTTPS%3a%2f%2fwebsso%2eiaea%2eorg%2flogin%2fbounce%2easp%3fDEST%3d%24SM%24HTTP-%3a-%2f-%2fnucleus-%2eiaea-%2eorg-%2faffwebservices-%2fpublic-%2fsaml2sso-%3fSAMLRequest-%3dlZJPSwMxEMW%24-%2FypJ7N9ks%24-%2B4fQFqo9WKhY7OrBi0zTtA3sJmsmUT%24-%2B%24-%2BaVdpBSl4SzLze%24-%2FPmkTFC1%24-%2FZiFvzBPKq3oNAnn11rUJwKExKcERZQozDQKRReivXsfil4ykTvrLfStuQCuU4AonJeW0OSxXxCXlmueF7XOUANvMjqiskCyoqXWbUta15KBjJjHApFkmflMJITEoUijhjUwqAH4%24-%2BMT49ko4yPGm6wURS5Y9UKSedxGG%24-%2FAn6uB9j4JSE2SrAqYaFKTW7Snsdh9qE329a6mQ9mHTakmPu3BES5LZj%24-%2BdbazB0yq2H1qfH5VlVtQqc0WZ%24-%2F1u04hRjroESxHw4jkJj2h%24-%2F4PgiSr70BvtNnGyvUsN0MTirumWY1WD%24-%2BuGTMfHGeKUjZv%24-%2Bx1unPGzBw9HamF6qDLffX2T6BQ%24-%3D%24-%3D-%26RelayState-%3dhttps%24-%3A%24-%2F%24-%2Felearning-%2eiaea-%2eorg%24-%2Fm2%24-%2Flogin%24-%2Findex-%2ephp
https://websso.iaea.org/login/login.fcc?TYPE=33554433&REALMOID=06-ef4f28c9-f8dc-467e-8186-294fdf5e627b&GUID=1&SMAUTHREASON=0&METHOD=GET&SMAGENTNAME=-SM-SCcyPFZaXOHNKPgb%2fjIse9s9yY%2fPolL3kWEdVwg2TRqzphYOCQxS%2fuqDIgf2aygk&TARGET=-SM-HTTPS%3a%2f%2fwebsso%2eiaea%2eorg%2flogin%2fbounce%2easp%3fDEST%3d%24SM%24HTTP-%3a-%2f-%2fnucleus-%2eiaea-%2eorg-%2faffwebservices-%2fpublic-%2fsaml2sso-%3fSAMLRequest-%3dlZLRT8IwEMb%24-%2FlaXvbGsnExogQXmQBCOR6YMv5lZu0GRrZ69V%24-%2F3wH04CJIfGt7d3vu%24-%2B%24-%2B%24-%2BdELQ1K2cB783j%24-%2FgWkHz02dSG5LEwZcEZaYE0SQMNkvRKbub3KyniVLbOeqtszc6QywQQofPaGhYtF1P2WgHmo6waCY6VAlBqXJZ5WnLEMR%24-%2BO8nSbKZ7xq%24-%2BsxZ9EzOurIKeuEOpwo4NKQB%24-%2BO7p1TwAReDVBQ8l8NMiuELixbdNtqAP1J771uSSWKCqjFQrAEhtm6XQFV9YNn5etcKKWlDWWuVHHYRRJZF8x%24-%2FPt9ZQaNBt%24-%2Btanx9VJFWsEZ7TZnXQbkUAXa6%24-%2BUUNsfBqAobvftHwSL1t%24-%2BB3miz7SqXsyz7JpJ3RbEerB82BZtNDjPkMRs3%24-%2B4%24-%2B3Bj1swcPB2iQ5V%24-%2Blvv7%24-%2FI7As%24-%3D-%26RelayState-%3dhttps%24-%3A%24-%2F%24-%2Felearning-%2eiaea-%2eorg%24-%2Fm2%24-%2Flogin%24-%2Findex-%2ephp
https://websso.iaea.org/login/login.fcc?TYPE=33554433&REALMOID=06-ef4f28c9-f8dc-467e-8186-294fdf5e627b&GUID=1&SMAUTHREASON=0&METHOD=GET&SMAGENTNAME=-SM-SCcyPFZaXOHNKPgb%2fjIse9s9yY%2fPolL3kWEdVwg2TRqzphYOCQxS%2fuqDIgf2aygk&TARGET=-SM-HTTPS%3a%2f%2fwebsso%2eiaea%2eorg%2flogin%2fbounce%2easp%3fDEST%3d%24SM%24HTTP-%3a-%2f-%2fnucleus-%2eiaea-%2eorg-%2faffwebservices-%2fpublic-%2fsaml2sso-%3fSAMLRequest-%3dlZLRT8IwEMb%24-%2FlaXvbGsnExogQXmQBCOR6YMv5lZu0GRrZ69V%24-%2F3wH04CJIfGt7d3vu%24-%2B%24-%2B%24-%2BdELQ1K2cB783j%24-%2FgWkHz02dSG5LEwZcEZaYE0SQMNkvRKbub3KyniVLbOeqtszc6QywQQofPaGhYtF1P2WgHmo6waCY6VAlBqXJZ5WnLEMR%24-%2BO8nSbKZ7xq%24-%2BsxZ9EzOurIKeuEOpwo4NKQB%24-%2BO7p1TwAReDVBQ8l8NMiuELixbdNtqAP1J771uSSWKCqjFQrAEhtm6XQFV9YNn5etcKKWlDWWuVHHYRRJZF8x%24-%2FPt9ZQaNBt%24-%2Btanx9VJFWsEZ7TZnXQbkUAXa6%24-%2BUUNsfBqAobvftHwSL1t%24-%2BB3miz7SqXsyz7JpJ3RbEerB82BZtNDjPkMRs3%24-%2B4%24-%2B3Bj1swcPB2iQ5V%24-%2Blvv7%24-%2FI7As%24-%3D-%26RelayState-%3dhttps%24-%3A%24-%2F%24-%2Felearning-%2eiaea-%2eorg%24-%2Fm2%24-%2Flogin%24-%2Findex-%2ephp
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